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ABSTRACT 

So far we have Addressed about the security provided by Cloud Service Provider as well as the security 

provided by the Customer using cloud services. 

In today era Everyone wants to be so dependent, reliable, totally strived for the total quality of service 

which should be totally believable and should be control of someone. So from Here, I am going to make 

you all understand about some of the security issue and their regarded regulatory and all current scenario 

that have arisen as cloud computing as most acclaimed primary distributed computing pulpit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION                   
 

These days wherever you turn “the cloud” is being talked about. This ambiguous term appears to cover virtually 

everything regarding U.S.A.. While “the cloud” is just a personification for the internet, cloud computing becomes 

one of the topic about what people are really talking about these days. It provides higher knowledge storage, data 

security, flexibility, increased collaboration between employees, and changes the work flow of small businesses and 

large enterprises to help them make better decisions while decreasing costs. 
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Fig:-Cloud Computing Survey[1] 

 

It is clear that utilizing the cloud could be a trend that continues to grow. We have already foreseen in our business 

intelligence trends article the importance and implementation of the cloud in firms like Amazon, Google and 

Microsoft. The significance of the cloud is increasing exponentially. Gartner forecasts that the cloud services market 

can grow seventeen.3% in 2019 ($206.2 billion) and by a pair of022, ninetieth of organizations are mistreatment 

cloud services. 
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II. METHOD & MATERIAL 
 

The challanges of cloud computing: 

 

 
Fig:-  cloud computing challenges[1]. 

 

Breaches in data Security Issue:- 

Security risks of cloud computing have become the top concern in 2018 as 77% of respondents stated in the referred 

survey.In 2018 however, security inched ahead..security has indeed been a primary, and valid, concern from the start 

of cloud computing technology: developers are also unable to see the exact location where your data is stored or 

being processed. This increases concern about the cloud computing risks that can arise during the implementation or 

management of the cloud. Headlines highlighting data breaches, compromised credentials, and broken 

authentication, hacked interfaces and APIs, account hijacking haven’t helped alleviate concerns. All of this makes 

trusting sensitive and proprietary data to a third party hard to stomach for some and, indeed, highlighting the 

challenges of cloud computing. Luckily as cloud providers and users, mature security capabilities are constantly 

improving. To ensure your organization’s privacy and security is intact, verify the SaaS provider has secure user 

identity management, authentication, and access control mechanisms in place. Also, check which database privacy 

and security laws they are subject to. 

 

Steering Multiple Clouds:- 

The state of multi-cloud has grown exponentially in recent years. Companies are shifting or combining public and 

private clouds and, as mentioned earlier, tech giants like Alibaba and Amazon are leading the way.In the referred 

survey, 81 percent of enterprises have a multi-cloud strategy. Enterprises with a hybrid strategy (combining public 

and private clouds) fell from 58 percent in 2017 to 51 percent in 2018, while organizations with a strategy of 

multiple public clouds or multiple private clouds grew slightly 1. 
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 Vendor lock-in condition:- 

The statement is completelly  agreeable that ’ It is very easy to get entry in cloud computing agreement but  at the 

same time it is very difficult to get out of it’. ”vendor lock -in “happens when they need to alter the provider 

adversely that goes excessively expensive or just become next to impossible or It could be that the service is not that 

much capable or may be not of suitable standard. 

 

Hence the use of  cloud computing become the  best efficient solution for many business but still it is important and 

can be helpful to know that in what we are getting into[1].  

 

Identity and access management (IAM):- 
In a typical organization where applications are deployed within the organization’s perimeter the “trust boundary” is 

mostly static and  is monitored and controlled by the its department, but with the adoption of cloud services, the 

organization’s trust boundary will become dynamic and will move beyond the control of  IT department. With 

Cloud computing, the Network, System and Application Boundary of an Organization will extend to the service 

provider domain. This loss of control continues to challenge the established trusted governance and control model 

and, if not managed properly, will impede Cloud service adopting within an organization . 

 

 Improve Operational Efficiency 

Properly architectured  IAM technology and  process can  improve efficiency by automating user on- boarding and 

other respective tasks (shelf service for user requsting password reset otherwise will require the intervention of 

system administration using a help desk ticketing system) . 

 

 Regulatory compliance management 
In any Organization, to protect system applications, and information from internal and external threats and to 

comply with various regulatory, privacy, and data protection, requirements implements an ’IT General and 

Application level Control’ framework derived from Industry standard framework such as ISO 27002 and 

Information technology Infrastructure Library.  

 

Since IAM features Such as SSO allow applications to externalize authentication features, Business can rapidly 

adopt SAAS services by reducing the task completing time required to integrate with service provider.IAM 

Capabilities can also help a business outsource a process or service to partner with a reduced impact to the business 

privacy and security [2]. 

 
Fig:-IAM Architecture[3]. 
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III. RESULT &DISCUSSION 
 

BUTT  END -the cloud still slay 

It is no secret;that the IT industry is totally being revolutionized by the cloud computing as well asit is also shaking 

up the business intelligence (BI) landscape, and well, pretty everything else it touches. As the cloud adoption 

exponentially grows, businesses of all sizes are realizing the benefits the cloud computing becomes the most 

believed service provider for start-ups and small to medium-sized businesses (SMEs), that are not capable of 

affording costly server maintenance, but also may have to scale overnight. 

 

Initially Organization should with start with IAM strategy and architecture and Invest in foundational technology 

element that support user management and federation . 

 

 Security Vulnerability Management 

Vulnerability management is an essential threat management element to help protect hosts, network devices, and 

applications from  attack against Known Vulnerabilities. Mature Organizations have instituted a vulnerability 

management process that involves routine scanning of system connected to their network, assessing the risk of 

vulnerability to the Organizations, and a remediation’s process to address the risks. 

 

 Security Patch Management 

The scope of patch management responsibility for customer will have a low -to-high relevance in order of SaaS , 

PaaS, and  I a a S service-that is Customer are relieved from patch management duties in a Saas Environment 

,whereas they are responsible for managing patches for whole stack of software installed and operated on the Iaas 

platform. Customer are also responsible for patching their applications deployed on Paas platform. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION  
 

By the Most financial analyst saying, they feel that the Cloud Computing will be a huge growth area in terms of IT 

spending and revenue stream over the next few years, but the estimates vary. 

 

“cloud computing is assumed as a broad and diverse phenomenon .Much of the growth represent the transfer of 

traditional IT services to the new cloud model ,but there is also scope for creation of substantial new business and  

revenue streams” .“ From direct purchase and payment for services to provision of services which are free at point 

of use and where revenue is derived from advertising provides a great shift in IT provision . Advertising supported 

by cloud computing are currently and will remain ,the largest component of the overall cloud services ”[3]. 
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